Rev. Jin Hwa Chung’s visit to the Czech Republic
Prague, Czech Republic, 21. October 2012
On Sunday, October 21st 2012, we received
the wonderful grace of the visit of Rev. Jin
Hwa Chung to our country. He was sent by
the International President, Kook Jin Nim
and the Korea Foundation. He gave us two
lectures about Meditation, receiving
heavenly fortune and about Blessed
Families and the Education of 2ndGen
children.
56 adults attended his lecture. We were all
amazed by his deep heart and positive
spirit! We realized, how it is important, to
practice the heavenly life style, positive
thinking and living for the sake of others.
Rev. Chung inspired us, to live the blessed
life, and thus be an inspiration to others,
who will naturally be drawn to our
communities. We should also have the
ambition, to take on leadership roles in
society – even running for the highest
public office.
Rev. Chung is 48 years old and one of the
oldest 2ndGen in the world. We could feel
the depth of his heart and his profound
unity with God and True Parents.
Our members were really inspired by Rev. Chung! Here is some of the feedback that the NL
received after the lectures:
Eva Kačírková: “I liked very much the lecture about meditation, it was deeply connected with
True Father´s words, not just made up... Also I could get personally some practical answers
and guidance about improving my spiritual life and also I liked, that Rev. Chung emphasized
the importance of both aspects: first strong spiritual conditions and preparation and second
action, living for others, and practicing... It cannot work separately...”

Veronika Trinklová: “It was very refreshing and through his lectures I got answers to many of
my questions, which bothered me for a long time.”
Pedro Costa: “This lecture was a good reviving of my life of faith in True Parents, it's always
good to have someone closer to True Parents and Korea to come and speak to us and remind
us that we must come closer and closer to God.”
Sasha Kirilov: “It was a fantastic Sunday Service today. Thank you very much!”
Rev. Chung spent the rest of the afternoon with CARP members and youth leaders, listening
carefully to their questions and giving them good answers.

